P & T Six Monthly report

A strange six months, with some meetings having to be held informally, hence reduced minutes.
The most important development was the adoption in October by RDC of the Neighbourhood Plan.
From now on, applications must adhere to the policies specific to Battle, as set down in the Plan. Perhaps
more importantly, the Battle Design Guide now has great force, so that buildings will not look out of place
alongside the current vernacular architecture of the parish. To help in deciding comments on new
applications, a pro-forma detailing the requirements of the NP has been devised. This gives the Committee
a more focused approach to decisions.
Some of the actions on the Action Plan have been accomplished:
Fencing at Calbec Hill, a new gate on the 1066 Country Walk was funded by the Ramblers, a
consultation with SE Rail was carried out, names for new developments were decided upon, some
footpaths have been re-surfaced, letters to occupiers of poorly maintained premises in the High
Street were delivered. Additionally, a full assessment of footpaths will be made on a two-year
rolling basis, in conjunction with the footpath advisor.
Ongoing Actions;
Footpath repairs, steps to ramp (on-going with Optivo), an extension of the footway at Harrier Lane
to FP67B at Marley Lane, shared use of the footpath route as per the Cycling and Walking Group,
maintenance and replacement of bus shelters, extension of a 40mph speed limit at Lillybank, declassification of the A2100 between the 1066 roundabout and Queensway (this is dependent upon
the completion of the link to the A21).
Community Speed Watch: await the results from Catsfield before using the Black Cat device, reapply to ESCC for funding for the Active Travel Scheme for the shared path from Saxonwood Road
to Battle Abbey, seek to obtain grants, income to recover costs for footpath maintenance,
discussions on access from the cricket pitch to the High Sreet via Tills Yard.
Encourage electric car charging points as detailed in the NP.
Although BTC is just a consultee in regard to planning applications, RDC does take heed of our comments.
However, there are some decisions that we do not agree with, and sometimes it is possible to comment if
another application is submitted.

